PORN'S SEXY THAI FOOD FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITIES!
Pornsak’s spontaneous and humourous personality has endeared him to many
in Singapore, making him one of the most sought-after hosts and brand
ambassadors.
His hit show FOOD SOURCE, the most highly-rated TV programme on Channel
8, is currently showing in Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Hong Kong, Korea and
parts of Europe.
Having missed his grandma’s home-cooked food especially when he is living
abroad, this enterprising entrepreneur and his business partner have decided
to open a Thai restaurant chain - Porn’s Sexy Thai Food in 2009.
Food has become a cultural object that oozes sensuality, and the result is
concoction of the term, ‘food porn.’ And nowhere food porn is more pervasive
than in Singapore where every corner has a place to eat and where everyone
has a mobile phone to upload glamorized photos of an ordinary meal turned
extraordinary. But food that is spicy, spellbinding and sexy – Now, that’s a
league on its own!
No other cuisine encapsulates such x factor gastronomy than Thai flavors, and
no better aptly named place to savor the sexy Thai food than at Porn’s Sexy
Thai Food!
Sweeping the F&B industry by storm since its establishment in 2010, Porn's
Sexy Thai food has been making headlines with its quirky name and authentic
Thai delicacies. Started by two friends, Mr Foo Tuan How and MediaCorp
artiste, Mr Pornsak Prajakwit, the establishment has come a long way, with
multiple outlets in Singapore. Though many have found its name controversial,
the duo decides to stick with the name, as "Porn" means "Blessing" in Thai.

Enjoy authentic Thai food here in Singapore with offerings such as Feisty Tom
Yum, Pratunam Fish Cakes and Mango Sticky Rice. While the prawn cake — a
Prajakwit family recipe, and hot-seller tom yum prawn soup items are popular
amongst diners, each outlet’s menu dedicates a dish unique to the outlet and
also gains a large following and amasses rave reviews.
And now there is an opportunity to join this Big Family over at FLAsia 2017!
We will also be showcasing our proprietary POS System that is being used at all
our Porn’s restaurants. There will be “Live Demonstration” during the event to
share on the many features of our POS system, how it will smoothen/
strengthen all facets of operations for the on boarding franchisee.
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